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Information Overload: Causes, Symptoms and Solutions

Hemochromatosis is an iron overload disorder in which a person absorbs too much iron from the food and drink they consume. Left untreated, it can damage various organs in the body.

Iron overload disorder: Symptoms, causes, and treatment

Sensory overload occurs when one or more of the body's senses experiences over-stimulation from the environment. There are many environmental elements that affect an individual. Examples of these elements are urbanization, crowding, noise, mass media, technology, and the explosive growth of information.

Sensory overload - Wikipedia

Learn all about stress, including its effect on your health, common causes, the signs and symptoms of stress overload, and how to protect yourself.

Stress Symptoms, Signs, and Causes - HelpGuide.org

Hereditary hemochromatosis (he-moe-kroe-muh-TOE-sis) causes your body to absorb too much iron from the food you eat. Excess iron is stored in your organs, especially your liver, heart and pancreas.

Hemochromatosis - Symptoms and causes - Mayo Clinic

Thalassemia — Learn more about symptoms, causes, treatment of this inherited blood disorder that usually shows up before 2 years of age.

Thalassemia - Symptoms and causes - Mayo Clinic

Information about hereditary hemochromatosis (HH) or common known as quizlet, an inherited disorder that causes iron overload in the body, which affects organs such as the liver, heart, testicles, pancreas, and thyroid.

Hemochromatosis Gene, Diet, Treatment & Iron Overload Symptoms

Although sensory overload can happen to anyone, it’s particularly associated with certain conditions like autism and PTSD. We’ll go over the symptoms, causes, and treatment of sensory overload.

Sensory Overload: Symptoms, Causes, Related Conditions ...

Change and Information Overload: negative effects The most important characteristic of our present society may well the incredible speed with which it changes.

Change and Information Overload: negative effects

Dementia is a disease that include a variety of symptoms and signs, for example, memory loss, impaired judgement, and problems with doing daily tasks. Dementia is caused by factors that lead to damaged neurons. There are five types of dementia and 13 stages of the disease. Treatment therapies are directed at managing symptoms and progression of the disease.

13 Types of Dementia, Symptoms, Causes, Stages & Treatment

Myasthenia gravis is an autoimmune neuromuscular disease caused by the body’s immune system blocking acetylcholine binding to the muscle, which causes signs and symptoms of facial or eye weakness and problems swallowing. When the muscles that control breathing weaken so much that it needs to be treated immediately. Treatment for myasthenia gravis are drugs and other therapies.

12 Myasthenia Gravis Symptoms, Causes, Treatments & Cure

Causes of Inflammation. Inflammation can be caused by a number of factors that can damage cells
but is broadly divided into: Physical – can be mechanical as in a car accident injury or assault or environmental like severe cold and heat (burns); Chemical – for example: Acid ‘burns’, drugs, venom.; Infection – bacteria, viruses, fungi and other parasites

**Inflammation - Causes, Symptoms, Process, Treatment ...**
Edema is swelling that occurs when too much fluid becomes trapped in the tissues of the body, particularly the skin. There are different causes and types of edema.

**Edema: Types, causes, symptoms, and treatment**
Tendonitis in the elbow – Two forms of tendonitis commonly involve the elbow: lateral epicondylitis and medial epicondylitis. Both are very common overuse injuries among athletes involved in throwing and racquet sports. Lateral epicondylitis (tennis elbow) causes pain on the outer side of the elbow joint. This condition probably affects 40% to 50% of all adult athletes who play racquet sports.

**Tendonitis Guide: Causes, Symptoms and Treatment Options**
Thyroid pain is any discomfort or pain emanating from the thyroid gland due to disease processes within the gland or rarely due to neighboring structures in the neck and upper thorax affecting the thyroid gland. Often pain in the thyroid gland is not identified as such if other signs of symptoms of thyroid dysfunction are not clearly evident. Pathology in any one of the surrounding neck ...

**Thyroid Pain Location, Causes and Symptoms - Health Hype**
Thalassemias are inherited blood disorders, causing the body to make fewer healthy red blood cells and less hemoglobin than normal. Learn more about causes, risk factors, screening and prevention, signs and symptoms, complications, diagnoses, treatments, and how to participate in clinical trials.

**Thalassemias | National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute ...**
9 Candida Symptoms. Candida yeast overgrowth can be difficult for a physician to diagnose. Possible methods of testing include stool testing, serum testing, candida DNA test, stool PCR testing and microbial organic acids testing.

**Candida Symptoms, Causes, Plus 3 Steps to Treat Naturally ...**
Kidney Failure - an easy to understand guide covering causes, diagnosis, symptoms, treatment and prevention plus additional in depth medical information.

**Kidney Failure Guide: Causes, Symptoms and ... - Drugs.com**
7 Natural Treatments for Brain Fog. 1. Watch Your Sugar Intake but Eat Enough Healthy Carbs. Cutting back on packaged and processed foods that are loaded with sugar, in addition to many other artificial and harmful ingredients — like artificial sweeteners — is the first step to fixing brain fog. Sugar might make you feel energetic and happier at first, but ultimately your sugar addiction ...

**Brain Fog Causes, Symptoms + 7 Natural Treatments - Dr. Axe**
People who are most at risk for kidney failure usually have one or more of the following causes:
Loss of blood flow to the kidneys. A sudden loss of blood flow to your kidneys can prompt kidney ...
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